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I Like Nachos. A Lot.
With Ethan
Do you want to make more money? Sure, we all do! But if
you’re anything like me, you’re sick and tired of having to participate in grossly debilitating medical experiments just to afford to
put gas in your car. Well, have I got a pitch for you! Have you
ever entertained the prospect of a lucrative career as a Koala
Staffer? No? Then keep reading and learn all about this amazing
opportunity!
Membership on the staff of The Koala has many oft-ignored
benefits. Examples include unlimited access to free drugs and
alcohol, a sex-packed lifestyle full of voluptous members of the
opposite sex, and of course a bottomless personal expense account. But it doesn’t stop there: there are also many associated
fringe benefits that come with membership. For instance, the
annual Koala/U.S. House Of Representatives Regatta and Nitrous
Oxide Festival. And who could forget the constant publicity of
your dominance on the campus drinking-contest circuit? Without
a doubt, Koala membership is an unparalleled status, both in terms
of socio-economic preimmenence and resume value.
So, if you think you have what it takes to join the UCSD intellectual elite, I challenge you to embark on the amazing journey of
literary and personal definition that is a career on The Koala Staff.
Take the first step by attending one of the Nefarious Koala Recruitment Meetings this Friday, May 12, at the Ignominous Koala
Office above Soft Reserves at 4:30 PM. Come on, punk: be all
you can be.
- editor@thekoala.org

Letters To The Editor
He-eyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy GRAD STUDENTS,
So, lets get this straight. Last year, you decide that things are so
bad, you have to strike. Fine. Then, just as you have the administration by the balls, a few days before finals, you all get chumped
into a 45 day "cooling off" period. Translation: Hey, Alabama
blacks, our bus company is really hurting because of your strike.
Could you just start riding again so we don't go out of business
and maybe in a month and a half, we'll think about letting some of
you sit in the front? But okay, you guys are optimistic. Fine. But
then, much to no one's surprise, the administration didn't do shit to
work out your problems. So you need to threaten another strike,
also just before finals Fall Quarter. The Administration proposes
another 45 day "cooling off" period. And you guys accept
again???!!! Personally, I read your fucking "demands" and I agree
with the University. But that's no reason to act like dumbasses.
You guys sure as hell ain't gonna win Ben Stein's money with
whack-ass manuevers like that. I cannot believe that the grad
students at this school are this fucking pathetic. I mean, there
must be some serious standards slippage from the undergrad level.
Are you the same idiots who designed the library and forgot to
calculate the weight of the books? No wonder your degree isn't
worth a bucket of warm spit. You know, there is a procedure to
help people like you. It's called a recto-cranial inversion. It helps
get your head out. Could you at least say that the reason you
agreed to the "cooling off" period is because four Italians with
Louisville Sluggers stopped by your houses and put forth very
convincing arguments for your agreement? At least then you
could say you were pussies and not just a bunch of droolers.
Believe me, passing in public is easy; if you keep your mouth
closed and don't make eye contact, no one will ever suspect your
mental limitations. I think the University could make a case for
suspending all of you just on the grounds of "Well, gee, we guess
they're just way dumber than we thought." You are all dumbasses,
you fucking dumbasses.
-George
Ex-Revelle Sophomore

GeorgeThank you for your insightful thoughts on this issue. Please
check our next issue for our in-depth presentation of the Grad
Students’ viewpoints on the collective bargaining issue entitled: “WAH! WAH! We Don’t Like Working, Maybe If Ditch
Work At The Most Crucial Moment Possible We Can Get A
Raise! And If It Doesn’t Work, Fuck It: It’s Only The
Undergrads That Suffer.”
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It’s almost, gasp, THE POLITICAL ISSUE! No joke intended, of
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second time? Still no? Maybe by the third time you’ll realize, the
joke’s on you. Despite the repeated occurence of phrases like “my
butt” and “fart”, this issue is in response to the outcry from students
that we need more my butt and fart jokes in this issue and less of this
political shit. Well, as always, we here at the Koala aim to offend. So
fuck you!!! We’re printing political shit!!! Hope you’re offended. If
not, fuck you, now you are. Well, that just about covers it. Read the
issue, look at the pictures and please, stop with all the masturbating.
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LISTS

Top Eight Canyon Vista Entrees:
1. Gin Whoppers.
2. Grilled chicken.
3. Chicken cassarole.
4. Chicken soup.
5. Chicken-fried steak.
6. A bunch of left-over chicken.
7. Your mom’s loose pussy and chicken.
8. 3 rolled tacos con SPOOGE.
Top Five Times To Bump Dr. Dre’s Hit
New Album “Tha Chronic 2001”:
1. During your Math 20D final.
2. At your wedding.
3. While rolling hard in Compton in yo’ 64.
4. In the women’s resource center, during
their annual Eazy-E funeral commemerative.
5. Smoking weed every day.
Top Five Things To Do With 51 Twelvers
Of Expired, Shitty Beer:
1. Hold 4 Koala meetings.
2. Throw them at T-Bond’s bitches when
they won’t lick your nuts.
3. Throw them at T-Bond when he won’t
lick your nuts.
4. Give them to Goodwill.
5. Discover new varieties of amazingly
hallucinogenic fungi.
Top Five Times To Exclaim “And You
Can New-Jack Swiiiiiing On My Nuts!”:
1. After pounding two more forties than
Chancellor Dynes and his dad together.
2. Right after the entire Sunday congregation says “Amen.”
3. After smacking up your bitches.
4. After smacking up Tesh’s bitches.
5. After A.S. Communications Commissioner Bobby Kim smacks up Tesh’s bitches.
Top Five Study Tips for Finals Week:
1. Smoke weed every day.
2. Smoke rock every day.
3, Come to the Koala recruitment meeting
4. Get sloshed and download gay porn on
your roommate’s computer
5. Get baked and throw eggs at Argo hall.
6. Remember how you shoulda gone to
Berkeley.
Top Six Alternative Condom Uses:
1. Hand moisturizer.
2. Hair net.
3. High-protein chewing gum.
4. Neck warmer.
5. Rubber nipple... really, I swear.
6. “Friendship” bracelet.

The UCSD Pornography
Top Five Responses To The Question
“You Don’t HONESTLY Expect Me To
Believe That You Thought That Cop Was
A Woman, Do You?”
1. “Hey, that guy had BIG tits, man!”
2. “Look, I haven’t had a date in a while...”
3. “Well, he sucked a good enough dick...”
4. “Does it matter?”
5. “Yes.”
Top Five Reasons To “Rock the World”
Of That Hot Chick Across From You In
Chem:
1. “Cause Stone Cold Says So!”
2. Cause she’s better looking than the frat
boy sitting next to you.
3. If she’s screwing the prof and both TA’s
to get an A, if YOU screw her you’ll HAVE
to get at LEAST a B+.
4. Might as well put that “friendship bracelet” to use.
5. You really need us to give you a reason?
Top Five Campaign Slogans for G.
“Dubya” Bush:
1. “All my exes live in Texas.”
2. “Daddy says so.”
3. “NRA Members: Vote for me or I’ll shoot
you.”
4. “Unlike Al Gore, I’m the puppet that
moves!”
5. “Ain’t nothin but a G-W thang!”
6. “The W. stands for ‘Intelligent!’”
7. “I got a 8-ball for anyone who votes for
me.”
8. “I don’t know. Maybe my VP can answer your questions.”
9. “Remember the Alamo!”
10. “I have a big cock!”
Top Five Things Behind Door #3 On The
Price Is Right:
1. Dynes in buttless leather chaps.
2. 2 pounds of chronic and 40’s of
Mickey’sTM Fine Malt Liquor
3. My butt
4. The Book of Mormon
5. Bob Barker’s Anal Virginity
Top Five Signs It’s Going To Be A
Baaaaad Day, Mama:
1. Wake up next to a dead horse. In your
parents’ bedroom.
2. You wake up in your naked RA’s arms
with a broken condom on and bite marks all
over your nipples.
3. You live in Delaware.
4. You wake up to find your girlfriend is
gone, all your stuff is gone, and your boss
calls you to tell you everything you ever did
sucks and you’re fired.
5. It burns when you urinate.

Top 5 New Uses For An Industrial Size
Funnel:
1. Pick up prostitutes.
2. New and Improved bowl.
3. Goldfish rollercoaster.
4. Turn it upside down and have people
throw pennies in it at WalMart.
5. Fill a 10,000 gallon tank in under 5
minutes!

Top Five Things Not To Combine With
Shaving:
1. Masturbation
2. That Van-Halen “Eruption” air-guitar
solo you’ve perfected over the years
3. My butt
4. 12 hits of acid
5. Rough sex.

Top Five Ways to Freeze Deez Nutz:
1. Ice cubes.
2. Liquid nitrogen.
3. Big fans.
4. Fodie ounce in yo crotch.
5. Put the almonds in the freezer.

Top Five Wizard of Oz Pornos Due Out
This Month:
1. If I Only Had a Huge Throbbing Cock.
2. Crushing the Witch: The East Gets
Wicked.
3. Beastophiliacs 4: Lions and Tigers and
Bears, OH MY!
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4. Exposing the Short Bald Guy Behind the
Curtain.
5. Scarecrow and Tinman: Over the Rainbow.
Top Five Reasons To Hit On Pre-meds:
1. Gotta get in on the ground floor, baby...
2. Two words: GROSS anatomy.
3. They got no trouble findin’ the G-spot.
4. Anal retentive = snug fit.
5. Easy access to FRESH cadavers.
Top Five Challenges For An Incoming
UCSD Student:
1. Holding your ground in those crazy
fraternity boner fights.
2. How to get those pesky girls out of your
room so you can study your math 20A.
3. Avoiding Thomas Bond’s wanton
gropings.
4. Getting your OL off the dick.
5. Making meth without the benefit of a
full-featured kitchen.
Top Nine Reasons the Regents Gave Us
More Money:
1. Combined total of our parking tickets
exceeded $74,000.
2. Transvestite-Hooker-gate.
3. Overwhelming deluge of support from
the student body left little choice. (Thanks
UCSD)
4. They found out we had joined forces with
the Voz and were smuggling in 400 armed
Mexican revolutionaries.
5. We’re just so god-damned funny.
6. Well, they sure as hell weren’t spending
it on recruiting minorities.
7. They didn’t, we recycled our 51 twelve
packs and got $15.30.
8. As a reward for our outstanding cartdriving skills, considering our Blood Alcohol Level.
9. It’s part of our compensation for the
Pulitzer Prize-winning expose on Campus
Bathrooms.
Bottom Five Events at Porter’s Pub Last
Quarter:
1. Delta Sig Circle Jerk Night.
2. O’Doul’s St. Patrick’s Day Party.
3. Who is that Crazy Girl? Night (I mean,
is she on crack? Is she a student? Is she 14?
Is she 30? Why did she just scream at me?
I never did want to have sex with you.)
4. Drink Beer Indoors With Grad Students
Night.
5. “Don’t come in, you can hear the DJ
club’s hit new ‘nn-ch-nn-ch’ song from the
Che Cafe anyway” Night.
Top Five Things I Know You Did Over
Spring Break And Wish You Hadn’t:
1. Told that Marine’s girlfriend, “Don’t
worry about him, I can kick the shit out of a
whole division of Marines.”
2. Absolutely nothing, whatsoever.
3. Went to TJ to get your stolen car back
from the federales.
4. Martha Stewart.
5. Light your shots of 151 to see if you
could breathe fire.

Don’t blow your load yet, big boy!
More lists on the next page.
Just remember to say ‘thank you.’
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Latest Five Lawsuits Pending Against The
Koala:
1. Two broken legs and a concussion from
our alleged no-brakes backwards run down
Library Walk in golf cart.
2. CALPIRG alleges “wanton environmental endangerment” due to The Koala’s
failure to recycle 2880 empty aluminum
beer cans. Countersuit filed alleging “Oh
HELL yeah!!! Bitchez!!!”
3. UC Regents allege The Koala has been
embezzling funds from their publishing.
budget for their Put Pants On Pets Program.
4. Late night raid on CCC HQ that left four
allegedly “dead” and three more allegedly
“physically scarred for life.”
5. Lawsuit from the Muir Quarterly for
allegedly stealing their panties and putting
pregnant raccoons in their air ducts.
Counter-suit filed alleging “Bullshit.”
Top Five Things Recently Found Possible
In UCSD Golf Carts:
1. Can fit in the double doors of Peterson
Hall and do donuts in the lobby.
2. Can transport “goods” across campus
and across the border.
3. Easier to drive after four lines of Comet.
4. E-brake burns out in just 14 minutes.
5. Handles the following off-road courses
like a pro: The Hump, Muir Woods Madness, Price Center Fountain, Roof of Porter’s
Pub, Peterson Hall, The Snake Path, and
Admin Bldg #17.
Top Five Most Popular UCSD Spring
Break Destinations:
1. Mommy and Daddy’s house.
2. The crapper.
3. Detox.
4. Ottawa.
5. Your ex-girlfriend’s loose-ass pussy.
Top Five Most Common Phrases Used By
American Tourists In Tijuana:
1. “No, I don’t want any god-damned
Chiclets!”
2. “No, I don’t want any god-damned
switchblades!”
3. “No, I don’t want any god-damned
leather Raiders hats!”
4. “No, I don’t want 4 god-damned cartons
of cigarettes!”
5. “Five dollars? Hell, that’s a cheap blowjob even if you DO have a full beard!”
Top Five Pick-up Lines To Use On The
Bar Girls In TJ:
1. “So, do you come here often?”
2. “Hey, didn’t I see you on E!’s ‘Wild On
Spring Break’ last week?”
3. “That’s some great ass you got there!”
4. “Let me tell you: there’s nothing I find
sexier than facial tattoos. And it just so
happens that Cannibal Corpse is my favorite
band, too.”
5. “That’s right, baby: I got A’s in both
Chem6A AND Math 20B.”
Top Seven Tips To Make Your Nose Hair
More Attractive this Season:
1. Lather, rinse, repeat.
2. Highlights.
3. Braids.
4. Always make sure to keep it cleanly
separated from your mustache (this goes for
you gentlemen, too!)
5. Shave it into a mohawk and go impress
everybody at the Che Cafe.

The UCSD Koala
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6. The ‘fro is back! Right on!

Top Five Problems With My Penile Implant:
1. Too big for Mr. T.
2. Won’t fit in my Levis 501’s.
3. It’s all fun and games until you put
someone’s eye out.
4. Leakage causes hallucinations.
5. Too many calluses from being dragged.

Top Five Things Your Roommates Are
Doing Right Now:
1. Using your computer.
2. Jerking it into your shampoo.
3. Using your soap.
4. Jerking it into your cottage cheese.
5. Jerking it onto your toothbrush and then
using it to sodomize the Res Dean.
Top Ten Surprising Things That Will Be
Found In The Time Capsule In EBU 1
Upon Its Dramatic Unsealing On XXXX,
2XXX:
1. That awesome double-issue of Juggs
from July 1971.
2. Vice Chancellor of Academic Affairs Joe
Watson’s Black Panther beret.
3. Booty Nuggets.
4. A six pack of Lowenbrau Special and
half a pack of Camels.
5. A rare signed Air Supply 8-track.
6. An eighth of that bammer weed your
hippy-fuck parents used to smoke.
7. Tesh’s long-lost benevolent twin brother:
The Man In The Iron Mask.
8. Three disemboweled Preuss School kids.
9. My butt.
10. Three rolled tacos con SPOOGE!
Top Five Things Your Mom Slapped You
With:
1. Her shoe.
2. A wooden spoon.
3. The phone.
4. The mail.
5. A paternity suit.
Top Six ALL NEW Plant Pornos Out This
Month:
1. The Penis Fly Trap.
2. Deep Rooted: Penetrating the Moist Soil.
3. Pleasure and Pain II: Cactus Love.
4. Whorticulture: XXX Cross Breeding.
5. Harvesting the Cherry Tree.
6. The Lotus Position.
Top Five People Who Wouldn’t Let Us
Throw Butter All Over Them and Crucify
Them Naked on the Hump as Part of the
Stuart Art Collection (and we really did
ask):
1. Mr. T.
2. Maya Angelou.
3. Your Mom.
4. Jesus.
5. Michael.
Top Three Excess Body Hair Treatments:
1. Fire.
2. That razor I found in the gutter in TJ.
3. Your mom’s tongue.
Top Five Ways To Power Your Rice
Rocket:
1. 87 Octane.
2. 89 Octane.
3. 92 Octane.
4. Mugen.
5. Deez Nutz.
Top 5 Openings At The Job Fair:
1. T-Bond’s Bitch Squad.
2. Donkey Show Participant.
3. Middle Management “Yes” Man.
4. Pool Boy for Chancellor Dynes.
5. Your mom’s loose pussy.

Top Five Benefits Of My Penile Implant:
1. I was sick of wearing my watch on my
wrist, anyway.
2. The three-point stance alleviates fatigue
when standing in line.
3. Look of jealousy on horses’ faces.
4. Baseball just got a lot easier.
5. Hands-free driving.
Top Five Problems With Breast Implants:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Top One Benefit Of Breast Implants:
1. They’re breast implants!
Top Five New Jamba Juice Flavors:
1. Very Cherry (Your sister’s sweet pussy)
2. Very Berry Exxon Valdez
3. Escargot on the halfshell (calcium boost,
dumb shits)
4. Sour Cream ‘N Onion
5. Three Rolled Tacos Con SPOOGE!
Top Six New Additions To The Koala
Office:
1. The Book of Mormon addressed to Jack
A. Carsteyrio.
2. The Jesus Candle with lasers coming out
of his heart.
3. 26 cases for 25 bucks.
4. Rock ‘em Sock ‘em Robots.
5. Croquet set.
6. Matilda.
Top Five Female Masturbation Techniques:
1. Absolut Snatch
2. Cactus Love
3. This Dick
4. The Lobster
5. Three Rolled Tacos Con SPOOGE!
Top Five Ways to Fuck With Tour
Groups:
1. Have four drunk bastards drive a golf
cart in circles around them, passing out
Koalas, screaming out “GO TO BERKELEY!”
2. Two words: Ninja Suits.
3. Two words: Birthday Suits.
4. Vehicular Manslaughter.
5. Throw Butter All Over Them and Crucify
Them Naked on the Hump as Part of the
Stuart Art Collection.
Top Five Phrases Recently Added to the
Talking Tree’s Repetoire:
1. “You kiss your mother with that mouth?”
2. “Are you tawking to me? Are you
tawking to me? Ain’t nobody else here, so
you must be tawking to me.”
3. “...and you can New Jack Swiiing on
UCS-Deeez Nutz!!!”
4. “Help!!! I’m trapped in the basement of
Student Health and I can’t get out!”
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We Be Sucka-Free, G!

ELECTION UPDATE!

NEW From Kraft! It’s:

FEX
THAT’S RIGHT!! Our
R&D Division has finally
combined your two favorite things, food and sex,
into one revolutionary
product: New FEX!! Are
you tired of having to
stop sex in order to eat?
What about having to
stop eating in order to
have sex? New FEX
fixes both of these problems with one easy-to-use
product! Kids love it,
and there’s no risk of
STD’s! Low in sodium
and no messy shotgun
marriages!

Separate Eating & Procreation
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New FEX!!

To the UCSD Student Body, Administration and Election Oversight Committee:
So now it appears that we have elected an AS government
composed of all but one member of the “independent” slate. With
all the anti-slate coverage last year, this year, the slates got even.
You’ve been had. Not that the AS actually matters or that anyone
will read this letter, but these slimebags are the people that will be
able to say that they were the AS president, VP Finance, ... for
UCSD and use this experience to further their political goals. Is
anyone surprised, then, when the politicians in this country turn out
to be slimebags as well? As such, maybe I can help start a little
something similar to what we do to the occassional slimebag
politician we catch. There are first-hand witnesses willing to
testify regarding illicit actions of one member of the newly elected
Independent slate, Matthew Powell, your new VP Finance. Last
year, Matther Powell was an RA for Discovery Hall in Revelle
College. He approached several of his residents last year before
his failed campaign to be VP Finance about the possibility of them
running for AS office under false names that were similar to those
of his opponents and the opponents of other members of his slate
so that perhaps their votes could be split in confusion, allowing
him and his slate to win. In return for this chicanery, he claimed he
would give them jobs within the administration that would pay up
to $14/hr. Matt, you now have the opportunity to do the right thing
and admit the mistakes you have made in the past. This is a public
challenge to respond to these allegations in kind, with the understanding that your denial may lead to further and irreparable
reprecussions stemming from your own misconduct. Your forgiveness by the student body or by the committee that oversees the AS
elections cannot be guaranteed, but perhaps you will have a clearer
conscience in the presence of your lord and can set a higher moral
standard for the future. I hope you have the courage to make the
right decision.

It’s time to put Vice Chancellor of
Undergraduate Affairs Joe Watson in check:
Smoke a cigarette and piss off an administrator today!
Tired of being oppressed by Joe Watson’s Health-Nazi regime? Completely unconcerned with the“image
of health that UCSD is trying to present?” Think Big Daddy Joe needs to step the fuck off The General Store’s
nuts and get his ass on the treadmill? Like smoking cigarettes?
Then JOIN US for the Koala’s Spring 2000 Smoke-In to protest the administration’s bullshit anti-smoking
propaganda! That’s right! We’re gonna fight for our right to party and party for our right to fight this May 19th
(that’s Sun God, you assholes)! What’s that? You’re smart enough to be at UCSD, and you’re still respecting twobit administrators with veiled socio-political motives? Wise up and join us at our booth on Library Walk for this
reaffirmation of rugged individualism. Be there or fuck off!

HOT CHICKS SAY:
WE LOVE MEN
WITH CIGARETTES!!
SMOKE ONE FOR US,
BIG BOY!!
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And Now, We Welcome The New A.S.
Electees To Their Year of Literary
Hazing In the Koala, UCSD’s Premier
Metapseudodioxypolitical Voice:
Doc “Beave” Kahlegihggighieggi (or something like that)
President-for-Hire
The respectable and yet, for some reason, still suspicious front for the “independent” slate, Doc
enjoys being first in line, shaking hands, and showering. He likes his hair short and his horses
fast. His face has appeared in many children’s dreams, or maybe just those hazy memories of
long nights at Boy Scout camp. Doc’s turn-ons include banana milkshakes, words that rhyme with
“Doc”, sunset walks on the beach and clowns on unicycles. His turn-offs include World War I,
women in aprons and sand in his panties. One day, Doc was walking along a stretch of railcar
tracks somewhere between Des Moines and Milwaukee. He made a left where he should have
made a right and he ended up at Lake Okiboji. A local child was playing in the gentle to and fro
of the lake when suddenly a freak rip current swept the child out to lake. The helpless cries of the
child attracted the attention of Doc. He leapt to action and, using a small raft he quickly constructed from the surrounding refuse from the nearby broken glass factory, he managed to singlehandedly rescue the poor child. The child turned out to be the child of the chancellor of the local
University of Okiboji. The father was so happy to see his child that Doc was granted an honarary
doctorate in lifeguarding from the highly esteemed University of Okiboji. At this point, he realized that his old nickname, “Grad” was rather outdated. “From this day forward, I shall be called
‘Doc’!” he proclaimed. And, lo!, it was good.
Amy “1st Amendment” Kuo
Commissioner - Student Advocacy
We were going to say a whole bunch
of off-color, possibly-offensive stuff
about Amy, what with her being on
A.S. and all. However, she took the
initiative to advocate the First Amendment rights of The Koala (and everyone else) in a recent Political Science
class debate. And, you know what?
We respect that. Come by the office
and have a drink on us anytime, Amy.
Unknown Muslim Terrorist
aka Ali Ree Lewants
Ishemanskok
Vice President - Finance
Beginning with a brief career as
Mr. T’s stunt double on the ATeam until an unfortunate on-set
accident broke his spine in 17
places, his last words on the
show were: ”Damn Hannibal!
What’s this jibba-jabber about
live grenades? And I still ain’t
getting on no planes!”

Raami Shaaarwaayay
Comissioner - Communications
Completing the Triple-Threat of
terror and mysterious joy, Raami’s
legs fold over his shoulders to
create the torso of the much larger
AS juggernaut, MegaVEEP, able to
defeat much more powerful enemies.

Eugene “Dig My Shirt” Mahmoud
Vice President - External
No, you gene.
Nuh-uh: YOU gene.
No, you are the one who genes.
I don’t think so.
Uh-huh.
Eugene and Ol’ Dirty Bastard:
Lost at Birth? You make the call!

Lana “Nice Throat” Kreidie
Comissioner - Academic Affairs
Alright, alright, I know what
you’re thinking. You’re thinking
the whole “nice throat” thing is
some kind of deviant sexual
inference. Well, it’s not. She just
has a really nice throat. I mean,
look at the damned picture. Christ;
you people make me sick sometimes.

Matthew Conroy
Tie Guy (also: Commissioner Services & Enterprises)
Expect the unexpected from this
wild-card AS leader. What is he
smiling about? Is it the warm
pudding in his pants pocket?
Maybe its the way that he somehow knows that with a shit, shower
and shave, he actually seems to be
a member of our species, a judgement much harder to pass on
several others on our new AS
board.
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Siempre Alto

Skootak’s Tales from the Trenches
Many people will tell you that streaking down a windey, mountainous highway while shotgunning beers is dangerous. But I, for one,
disagree with these pundits and will tell you that there is nothing better
than the cool taste of an ice-cold Miller Genuine Draft on your lips as
you deftly navigate yet another hairpin turn, four thousand feet up, at a
speed of seventy-five miles an hour. The open road does funny things
to a person, and holds endless benefits for those willing to test its
virtue.
An associate and I, over draughts at our local drinking establishment, the Cage, had decided to set out to do just that, albeit with no
gear, no food and no sort of plans whatsoever. At the last second I had
the presence of mind to print out a vague map, thinking that it would
probably aid us on our quest. To prepare for the trip we visited friends,
slugging beers out of a flat keg to ward off the upcoming boredom of
the road. We made a quick stop to stock up on necessities, but only
had enough money for gas and twelvers. With these meager but
important supplies we hit the road heading east, in the general direction of Lake Havasu, a purported spring break Mecca. After miles and
miles of bumpy highway bordered by nothing but worthless dirt and
rocks and numerous freeway side bathroom stops, we arrived. It was
ten PM and right off we knew that we were not among our own.
Gigantic pickup trucks growled about, cruising the parking lots as
emaciated blondes cavorted through the streets in leather pants and
fuzzy pink cowboy hats. We had to calm our nerves after the long
journey, and mixed up strong rum and cokes to brace ourselves for the
night ahead. Heading off into the throng, we experienced madness on
every side. The banks of the river were littered with spent beer cans
and crazed drunks were lumbering out of every corner. There were
neon tank tops and manny haircuts adorning many of the revelers,
which did not put us at ease.
At this point we had been smashed for a good seventy two hours
and finding a place to stay weighed heavily on our minds. A tip from a
local led us to the Crazy Horse Campground, a rustic outpost further
up the river. At the gate we encountered the director, Dale, who
,despite the fact that he was obviously brain damaged, eventually
managed to accept our money and point us down the right street. We
actually stumbled upon a prime spot right on the water and set up
camp, which was actually two mangled chairs and a couple blankets to
protect against the elements. We were parched at this point, but an
attempt for further alcohol was thwarted by AZ liquor laws, which
stopped sales at 1 AM. “Its ony twelve though, sir,” my associate
retorted. “You kids must be on Caleefornia time,” the clerk said,
“we’re an hour ahead, ..uh here’s the cooler and ice you wanted
though, that will be twelve bucks.” Back at the “site” we dug through
our gear and came up with a half a bottle of Captain Morgan’s to sip
on and some sunflower seeds to eat, realizing that sometimes roughing
it is your only choice.
The people in Arizona are not like you and me. They are a far more
strange and feral breed, with a thought process that “Coasters” like us
just cant understand. They would come lurking out from behind rocks
or out of thickets, clenching an empty can of Busch beer in their
greasy palms. They were friendly enough, often just looking for some
friendly chat or a chance to warm themselves by our meager fire,
which consisted mainly of a bag of paperback books that we had found
in someone else’s campsite. One group of fellers invited us up to the
“Bonfire party” on the other side of camp. Our heavily saturated and
ruined brains thought this a fine idea and we hiked up, passing a five
piece band, including a saxophonist and a tweaked out dancer that
would go on to perform until ten AM the following morning. The
bonfire area was enough to freak out a normal person. Techno music
was blasting out of a truck that was at least fifteen feet high, and there
were all sorts of strange characters milling about, twisted on something or another. This was where we encountered Phil, or Mustard
Man, who upon meeting us went off on some rambling tangent extolling the hallucinatory properties of a good mustard high. Phil and his
pals swore up and down that they had never been more fucked up than
they were tonight, and it was all due to the large glasses of French’s
that they had sucked down earlier. If people like this werent enough to
spin your head, there was the bonfire itself. Someone had driven a fullsized golf cart into the middle of it and its hulking skeleton stood out
beneath a bunch of metal barrels. A huge black cloud of noxious fumes
hung over the site, the result of a Port-a-Potty that had been hucked
into the fire’s midst.
We headed back to the site and, once there, sat down to rest. Many
of our new friends decided to stop by and visit, as it was only about
four thirty AM and the night was clear and beautiful. Our mood
brightened when one crew produced beers and a shiny piece full of
Ohio’s finest. Two navy men, twins in fact, approached and introduced
themselves. They chatted with us for a while, filling us in on their
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background and then one began to poke the other in the eye with a
sharp stick, which everyone in the camp found hilarious. This went on
for hours though and we soon were able to ignore them, even when
one of them tripped and fell face first into our fire. I attempted to get
some sleep at this point, but the very moment I managed to close my
eyes the bright Arizona sun rose and begin casting its penetrating rays
into my “bed” which was the back of my truck. With sleep impossible
I got up and looked about the camp. The sun had risen only moments
ago, yet it was already unbearably hot, and I had no beer to cool me
down. Luckily, at this very moment a very unhealthy looking guy that
I remembered from the night before limped into our campsite. Ordinarily I would not have been happy to see a mongrel of this sort at this
time of the morning, but this fellow was wielding a case of Bud Light
and a packet of Farmer John All Beef Franks. I leapt up to greet him
and he explained that they were taking off and felt sorry for us and our
pitiful situation. I thanked him and wished him luck on his trip back,
then cracked one of the cans and greedily began gulping it down. I tied
the rest up in a plastic bag and put them in the river to cool and did my
best to cook up one of the dogs, as I hadn’t eaten in days. My method
of using a small branch from a tree backfired, as the wooden stick
caught fire on the first four attempts, dumping my dog into the coals
as it broke, but eventually I got one toasted enough to choke it down.
Relaxing in the sun with the hot dog and a draft on the rocky shoreline was a peaceful and relaxing experience and I began to doze off in
a chair. My friend, who was somehow sleeping on the rocks in a fully
zipped up subzero thermal sleeping bag, sprang to action at this point,
howling that he was on fire. I soon calmed him down, handing him a
Bud Light from the stream. As soon as I produced the beer, a grungy
vagrant emerged out of the bush and asked if we could spare an extra
draft. He told us how he had eaten “sum a’dem crazy mushrooms” the
night before and had spent the most of the night wandering lost
through the woods, waking up with a bad case of the flu. This would
not have seemed odd in most situations, but this guy was at least forty
five years old and was clenching a nearly empty forty ounce of King
Cobra in his hand, presumably for its benefits to the immune system.
We needed to escape this place, and at once. Saying goodbye to the
old man, we began to clean up camp, which amounted to throwing all
of our trash into the river. We then hopped into the car and sped off,
knowing naught of what the road ahead of us held in store. As my
coconspirator cracked a beer and passed it over, however, I knew that
things would turn out just fine.

Female Perspectives
With Lori
What is it with guys asking chicks out via email? I don’t know
how many times I’ve been asked out courtesy of Eudora and,
frankly, I think it’s pretty god-damned lame. Why don’t you guys
have the fuckin’ balls to ask your woman out in person? Jeez,
even over the phone (NOT when you’re drunk) is better than
through an electronic message. It’s funny, because I know that
there has been a few times that I didn’t even know the chickenshit bastard who was asking me out. At least ifthey had asked in
person, I would have known who I was rejecting. I realize that if
you’re terrified of rejection, email proposals may seem like a
good idea. However, if I get an email proposal, I, in this exact
order:
1. Show my roommate.
2. Laugh at you.
3. Throw it away.
So, as you can see, you don’t stand a chance by doing things this
way. Don’t waste your time. FREAK.
Which brings me to another related topic: meeting people over
the internet. I really just don’t get it. A few people I know have
hooked it up over the internet, and they try to justify what they’ve
done by telling me that it started out as a joke and then eventually
turned into “someting more.” God, what a crock of shit! Are you
really just that sick that the only way you can fool someone into
talking to you is by hiding what you look like? Anyway, I admit
that the first few times I had access to a chatroom, I checked it
out. And, yeah, I told everybody in there that I was 5’9”, 130 lbs.
with dark brown hair and blue eyes (cause I think dark hair and
light eyes are sexy.) Of course, all kinds of “guys” were interested and they all had equally fake descriptions of themselves.
One guy told me that he looked exactly like Oscar De La Hoya
after I told him that I thought he was fine as hell. All in all, the
experience was amusing but short-lived. I talked to my buddy
Oscar for a bit and then remembered that I hate talking to people.
So I signed off.
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Driving with Dustin, Part II: Offroading
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by the Humble Lord Skidmark

trucks dirty. What a bunch of Guardian
writers. An overabundance of chrome is also
a sure sign of a small-penised driver. Smallpenis drivers will sacrifice functionality to
gain looks.
Opposite for us well-sack-endowed drivers.
Thier trucks are usually fucked the hell up
from repeated use, splattered with mud and
mysterious blood stains that they’ll always
deny the origins of. One possible explanation
is that mud and dirt are good absorbers of
sweat. Have you ever watched the Discovery
channel and seen elephants throwing dust all
over themselves? It is to keep themselves cool
and sweat-free. This would explain the
plethora of dirt on a truck. We all know how
sweaty huge penises can be. And don’t even
Well, it has been a while since I last
get me started on Los Huevos Grandes. Don’t
hollared at y’all and dropped knowledge on
you just hate it when they stick to the side of
how to drive. With summer coming up like
my bitches after I drop White Thunder on their your ankle?
Enough about vehicles, let me get to the do’s
ass, a new type of driving is possible: offand nuh-uh’s:
roading.
DON’T: Be a redneck. EVER. Despite their
Driving offroad requires special types of
fondness for dirt, they still belong to the
vehicles. Taking your lowered Integra with
small-penised group due to repeated eons of
the dual-6” exhaust across 15” deep mud is
in-breeding. A few large-penised rednecks
not recommended, no matter how many
have been found; but these are believed to be
stickers and decals; it’s damn clear that a
the result of their whore moms pulling a“Lady
larger vehicle is necessary. There are two
schools of thought on the topic: the “lift only Catherine” , if you smell what I’m cooking.
as high as needed” school and the “bigger is Wait, I write for the Koala. That means they
fucked a horse, kids. It’s quite frequent, from
better” (a.k.a. small penis syndrome) school.
what my sources tell me. Watch your ass
It is relatively easy to distinguish between
around rednecks, cause they always got guns,
those with big nuts and those who are, shall
beer, and/or explosives. They dig shooting
we say, no-nut havin’ playa-hatas. Smallhighway signs and blowing up small animals
penised vehicles are usually very clean, and
pretty damn big too. Their drivers are usually (which is a lot like Koala members without the
inbreeding).
so superficial that they will never get their

DO: Be a redneck if you look like Daisy
Duke. Man, she was H O T ! However, this
applies to women only. If you are a guy and
you look like Daisy Duke, then you should kill
yourself repeatedly, over and over again, until
your genitals fall off from the burning acid
which has now transformed you into the
woman you so dearly want to be. I’m glad my
squad calls me the third Duke brother. That
implies that I’m a redneck, which usually
would suck, except that rednecks are into
incest, and Daisy would then be my sister...
DO: Stare Death in the face, bitch-slap his ass,
then tell him to get in the kitchen and make
you a samich.
DON’T: Drink while doing this. You need all
3 of your senses so you don’t fly off a hill or
some shit. You never know how important
your sense of taste can be when driving in the
mud.
DO: Bring a hot chick when going offroading.
This’ll get their adreline going, which’ll make
them horny. That’ll make it easier for you to
get with them, then kick them out of your
vehicle once you’re done laying it down.
Sure, she’s screwed, but you just got screwed!
Sweet.
How to drive off-road:
1) Steal vehicle. If you own one, even better.
2) Exit pavement.
3) Drive like a crackhead, kicking up dirt and
flinging mud the way Dynes flings dollar bills
at gay strippers.
4) Get back on road, and repeat as desired.
Until next time, this is the Skid. Keep an eye
on your wallet and a hand on your Glock.

The Dark Side: An Adventure Into The Nether-Regions of UCSD
My name... well, my name is unimportant.
What’s important is that I was recently
selected from a large group of highly trained
individuals to perform an undercover investigation of the darker side of the UCSD
campus. Sure, everyone’s heard of the
“hidden tunnels” where they keep the “Intercontinental Ballistic Missles.” We all know
about the “meth lab” on the “3rd Floor” of
Gexisel “Library.” But what about the really
weird shit, huh? I bet you didn’t even
consider the Stuart Art Collection to be a
potential danger to our relationship with
extraterrestrial life, now did you? DID
YOU?! Nobody ever does, damn it. That’s
why The UCSD Koala staff sent out me, a
crack investigator, and gave me all the
supplies necessary to bring you to the darky,
quivering heart of UCSD’s underbelly...
Day 1: I learned right away that monsters
really DO exist. Today, I explored what the
locals here call “AP&M.” Deep inside the
dark midst of this isolated habitat lives an
unkown species, hidden deep within the dank
bowels of the abyssmal caverns. Observing
from a distance, I observed that their only
movements are spontaneous contractions of
the forearms, and a thrice-weekly crawl
across the caverns to urinate. They practice
no mating habits at all, but one would understand why just looking at their hideous
appearance. Instead, they spend countless
hours typing “P-O-R-N” into surf engines. I
have reason to believe they have not seen the
light of day in ages, judging by their pale,

emaciated appearance. This extraordinary
finding must be another of those cleverly
disguised UCSD “labs” for testing, that they
might one day unleash these bloodthirsty
beasts upon the world and thereby gain control
thereof.
Day 2: Supplies are runing dangerously low,
but I must keep an optimistic mind. I still
have a quarter of the Popov left, but most of
the crackers and macaroons are gone. I must
rest now, not jsut bcause I hve a bbig day
tomorrow, but beacus i am to bout passotu fro
malcoohol poising. yahh FUCK “em E.T
dd...asstttt
Day 3: I finally brought myself to peek
behind the wall curtains in Warren Lecture
Hall today. Believe it or not, it was... a wall.
Who knew? Needless to say, I was pretty
disappointed.
Day 4: Forced to hunt rabbits in order to
sustain myself. You wouldn’t believe how
much of a pain in the ass THAT was. BUT
HE’S FUCKIN MINE NOW HAHAHA!!
All I wanted was another package of those
tasty macaroons the fine staff at The UCSD
Koala packed for me, but there were no more
left. NO MORE!! I knew I shouldn’t have
stopped to feed those damned pigeons. I can
feel consciousness slipping away...
Day 5: Today, hungry and cold, I finally
managed to gather the nerve to approach what
has been the whole purpose of this mission.

by Anonymous

At 1:45 AM, I began the journey of what
might have been my last night on earth... to
the “curtained room” in the Revelle Administration Office. Sure, it’s not curtained all of
the time, and it looks just as innocent as
Treblinka did to the Red Cross. But when I
got there, the curtains were drawn. Afraid to
step inside, I tried to find a break in the cloth,
but it was no use. Finally, after many hits
from the bong, I mustered the strength to enter
the main area. The locks were no match for
my skills. But as soon as I entered, the scent
of farm animals was apparent and there were
strange noises coming from the hidden room.
I tried the door, but it was locked. Stepping
back, I kicked it open... and what did I see but
the Mother Queen Renee Herself filming her
upcoming adult feature “Farm Friends in the
Office Part IV,” right in the middle of a
particularly acrobatic wide-angle shot. Horrified beyond the limits of human suffering, I
managed to whisper “success” through my
raspy throat as I disappeared into Muir Woods.
What was related to you here is all true. All
but one name was changed in order to preserve the integrity and composure of respectable individuals. Often times, I ask myself,
“Was it really worth it to sacrifice my own
well-being only to relate a brief glimpse of the
horrible occurrences that take place here at
UCSD?” I myself will continue to explore the
dark meaning of all the unexposed secrets
right here at UCSD. Yes, comrades, rest
assured that I will fight the good fight for all
of you. Until next time...
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Party Reviews
April 13, 2000 The Day the Earth
Stood Still:
My B-Day Party @ T-Bones (likes
Jonnhy Cash)Started @ approximately 4:20:00 PM. Keg
tapped minute later, then the mixed drinks
start, how bout some wine, too. Hung
around drinking till 10:30 drinking/shotgunning. Body shots to the chest from all the
girls with the salt and licks and hoo-hoo and
hey-hey in my underwear: quite an emotional experience. Maxed out about 35 @
12:15, everyone kicked out 15 minutes later
by the P.I.G.’s (that’s a -1 star, Fucking
conundrum!!!). Stumbled along some dark
alleys and apparently fell down some stairs,
then smoked a cuban cigar. Fucking awesome.

killed yourself in grief by now, so I’m
assuming you all know how absolutely
killer this bash was. A keg of the finest
MicroStar in only the finest custom-crafted
garbage can/kegerator. 3 DJs, foosball,
about 20 gallons of booze and at least half
an O of dope. Oh yeah, there was a spa too.
And hot chicks. And then there was the part
where Ad-man and myself layed down the
law on all you suckers who were fool
enough to go up against us on the foosball
table. Also, Tom’s math TA showed him all
about the dangers of drinking against
someone who knows more calculus than
you. Sadly, Tom is no longer with us
(according to an ancient Koala Sacramnet,
any Koala staffer who loses a drinking
contest is expelled to the Muir Quarterly to
rot in hell.), but other than that everything
went perfectly. Except I didn’t get laid. So,
four stars.

A while ago, Kurt’s birthdayWell, I can say that my little brother has
finally experienced a good, well rounded
“college” party. Beer was well distributed,
almost too well since the keg ran dry after
my cup was drained only twice. So we
dived into the vodka. Unfortunately though
the “hard guy” had drained most of that to
show off to all the uninterested girls, which
I must say were plentiful. Ratios were well
met, and it was a good, comfortable size.
The biggest problem though was the whiney
neighbors (ain’t they always a bitch?) so
party shut down after the cops got there. I
was there for about an hour or two, which
was fine with me since there was no more
booze anyway. Two stars.

Gabe’s Party At La Regencia

While this little shindig wasn’t exactly
spectacular in the booze supplies department, there did seem to be enough to go
around. I would say that that’s what counts,
but what it actually means is that there
weren’t enough people there. There also
wasn’t any weed, nor was the music all that
bumpin’. On the bright side, there were
bowls of tasty snacks and no trouble from
the law. Also, the place was just crawlin’
with outgoing party people. I would even
go so far as to say that I can, without reservation, refer to this party as a social event
without enclosing the word social in quotation marks; a true rarity here at UCSD. So,
word out to all the hip kids I met at this
piece: Amalyn, Dave, Damiana, Gabe,
My Big Fucking Party
Jeanette, Kieth, Raymond and the rest
If you weren’t at this party, you’ve probably whose names I forgot. Get your asses up to

a Koala meeting some time and have a beer
with us, ya hear? 2.5 stars.

Leena and Melissa’s Party at Those
Expensive Apartments Where They
Live (see picture below)
Now this was something else. Where can I
even begin? At the beginning, I suppose:
we rolled in on this one 16-deep, all sporting fresh-cracked forties. The rest of the
evening was pretty much a blur of non-stop
frozen drinks, Jagermeister, Parrot Bay, at
least a quarter ounce of dank and girls in
bikini-tops and mini-skirts with beach balls.
Apparently it was a beach-theme party.
There were numerous casualties including
an entire balcony covered with vomit, a
broken foot, and someone managing to
leave without their pants. Also, an anonymous staffer managed to make out with a
girl even after THROWING UP FOR A
SOLID HOUR. Wow. All I can say is that
we won’t forget this one for quite a while,
though whether it was a new high or a new
low is open to debate. Four stars.

Can you see the vomit? There was a lot of it on
Leena and Melissa’s balcony the next morning,
courtesy of the Koala and Olde English. If you need
vomit on your balcony, call 534-4216. We deliver.

Are You Tired of People Who Are Tired of Drunk Driving? Do You Wish That
Some Drunk Drivers Would Get Together and Crash Into Those Tiresome
Bitches? Can You Drive With .34 Blood Alcohol Level? Yes, YES, YES!!!
Join MADD, Mothers Against Drunk Drivers!

ONE MADD MOTHER

Join DAMM, Drunks Against MADD Mothers!

ONE DAMM DRUNK

Which side are you on? Submit to your repressed longing for self-determination by seizing
fate by the genitals and ATTENDING THIS KOALA RECRUITMENT MEETING.
4:30PM, Friday May 12th at The Koala Office, just above Soft-And-Weak Reserves.
THIS MAY BE YOUR LAST CHANCE TO SAVE YOUR SOUL. Until next year, anyway.
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This Week In Koala Family Korner: Beasts of Burden
The Familial Trials and Tribulations of Growing up as a Closet Horse

HEY KIDS!
ANGST AND ENNUI GOT YOU DOWN AGAIN?
STILL LOOKING FOR A REASON TO LIVE?
WELL, WE’VE GOT THE SOLUTION FOR YOU...
SO PUT DOWN THAT RAZOR BLADE AND CHECK
THE KOALA’S BRAND SPANKIN’ NEW WEBSITE!

www.thekoala.org
IT’LL SOLVE ALL YOUR PROBLEMS. PROMISE.
AND WHILE YOU’RE AT IT, GO VISIT OUR SPONSORS:

Get Your Own .COM* for $11 per year
Including Free Email & Hosting!
Free Subdomains (yourname.onestop.net)
Activate Your Host Now and Upload in Minutes!
[*.NET's and .ORG's also available]

With the growing cultural acceptance of the new centrury, many
conservative parents are being confronted with the unthinkable revelation
that their son might in fact be a horse. Indeed, this is an issue that has
crossed many a distraught parent’s mind; the testimonials speak for
themselves. “My
son, Aptitude, was
a good student, an
‘A’ student,” says
Pam of Jacksonville, Kentucky,
“He was also a fast
runner and had two
varsity letters in
polo. Then one day
my son and his
friend Charismatic
were playing alone
up in Aptitude’s
room and making
weird noises, so I
went up to investigate. I was horrified to catch them
experimenting with
hay and oats while
watching ‘The Horse Whisperer.’ Every night I prayed to heaven that it
was an isolated incident, but then he started coming home with lots of
money, big trophies, and wreaths. One time when I was cleaning his room
I found a tattered copy of Black Beauty next to a bridle under his mattress
- that’s when I realized he was going to the horse tracks on Friday nights
instead of going out with nice young girls like all the other boys his age.”
Parents are always on the lookout for someone to blame when their sons
finally reveal the truth. Often they blame the liberal media for their
apparent embrace of this ‘alternative’ lifestyle. Many times they hold their
son’s peers to be responsible as well. As Pam says, “I knew he hung out
with all those jockey types, and then I saw him on the front page of the
sports section for winning the triple crown at the Del Mar race track. I was
absolutely beside myself with grief, and it was all I could do to keep my
husband from disowning our son completely. I was so ashamed I could
hardly show my face at the church rummage sales anymore, since I knew
they were all whispering behind my back about how they knew my son
was a horse all along.” In many
instances, the parents have continually denied the fact that their sons are
horses. “People always used to tell
me, ‘Pam, your son is a horse,’ and I
would say, ‘That’s not a horse, that’s
my baby!’ And now all I can think of
is that it was my fault. I shouldn’t
have hung that horseshoe over the
door. My friend says that being a
horse is genetic and not my fault...
but I know the truth. It simply breaks
my God-fearing heart to know that I
brought a horse into this world. The
Pope says that horses are sinners, and
that they’re all going to hell... All of
this has turned my world completely
upside down.”
Growing up in a deeply equestrophobic household is a traumatic
experience that many horses share. Aptitude clearly recalls the times in his
ponyhood when he saw his father’s equestrophobia. “My father, he was a
complete equestrophobe. It made it really confusing for me when I was
growing up. On Friday nights he and his poker buddies would get all
liquored up and and go to the stables, cause you know, that’s where all
them horses like to hang out,” he remembers. “Then they would kick
them in the ribs with cowboy boots and spurs. Sometimes they would
whip them too, just because they liked to see the horses get scared and run
around. He made me come along once, and God, it was horrible. That
night, I swore that I would never let my father know who I really was.”
Sadly, even after ponyhood, horses face continuous struggles in coping
with everyday life. Many find it difficult to assimilate into mainstream
society because of widespread prejudice and fear of horses. “A lot of times
I’ve tried to find an apartment or a job, and they’ll just turn me down right
away with the usual reasons. You know - they’ll say I’m not qualified for
the job, or I have bad credit. Things like that,” Aptitude says. “But I can
see in their eyes that they know I’m a horse, and it makes them uncomfortable. Sometimes they even tell me outright that they don’t think I would fit
in, just because I have ‘hooves’ instead of ‘fingers and opposable thumbs’
like the rest of them. Of course it’s discrimination, but nobody wants to
help horses in this society. We’re just outcasts, I guess... Sure, they say it’s
the ‘land of the free’ - as long as you aren’t a horse, that is.”
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Swing It!

EVEN

To that sexy Hokee Fob
in North America,
I want to feel your
throbbin’ member inside
That we DIDN’T Write.
of me as you ride me like
up after yourself, you
a Bronco. I want you to
fucker!! If I ever see your eat my snatch like you
ugly ass again, I won’t
eat your Top Ramen.
crack your back for you, Fuck me hard you chink!
I’ll fuckin break it,
-Dark Woman
BITCH!! Next time, play
your own game of “10
To the baseheads who
fingers” at your place.
come in my apartment
Love,
everyday...
Angry Beagler
Do you guys ever plan
on graduating or are you
To all male UCSD
trying to make a career
students
out of smoking weed and
I put out. I need to get
trashing other people’s
some. If you feel the
apartments?*
same, come find me.
-EQUIPT
Sex by appointment only. *Playing mad video
[ed note- to all you
games and going out to
pizza-faced Quakecop more weed, alcohol
playing cheesehumps:
or cigarettes does not
this is your big chance.] constitute a life, you antisocial, shady-ass, thievTo whoever stole the keg ing vaginal warts!
cliffsGIVE IT BACK SO I
MeganCAN DRINK AGAIN!
I didn’t get you anything
Deposit = life savings.
because you were hanging around the Koala
To Alan,
Personals bag the whole
I’ll show you my lower
time!
division biology.
-M
-that brown haired girl in [ed note: good work,
A04
Megan.]

MORE
PERSONALS

I am a chimpanzee;
I like to shake my bumbum;
My name is ummmmm;
I suck off your mummum;
shume, shume.
I drink gin and rum;
Me use a tum-tum.
I gave you a hum-hum.
And swallow your cumcum.
To whatever baseheads
ate my muthaphukkin’
chicken...
To quote two noted
scholars: “Bitch betta
have my money!” and
“You’re more of a bitch
than a bitch, you punk
bitch!”
-That’s E-Q-U-I-P-T, you
little (or big, rather)
BITCH!
Hey, 4th floor Stewart
whoreJust wanted to let you
know that if you touch
my fuckin furniture again
I”ll be damned if you can
undress under your own
power in front of an open
window (oops!). Bitch,
you best recognize
-Your one true pimp

To Jon in Black 1509:
What the fuck is up your
ass? Are you stealing
bagels from Canyon
Vista again? It wouldn’t
kill you to say “Hi” once
in a while.
To the dirty logic 12 TA:
You look like you could
use a sponge bath... and
after that, I’m going to
rape the shit out of you...
P.S. I’ll bring my sponge
to lecture.
To that stupid bitch in
20E last quarter:
Whenever I hear your
voice, it makes me want
to have sex with you...
less. You make me want
to puke, you ugly ho. Eat
shit and die!!!
-the rest of your class
Dear Conor,
Bitch, I stole your car!
You can find it in San
Bernardino.
P.S.- I pissed on your
driver seat and left you a
surprise in the glove box
-Some bitch you fucked
To those fat bastards in
Tioga Hall-

I dream of passionate
orgies and mindshatttering orgasms that
only you sexy studs can
bring me. I want you.
-Longing for Lust
To those two chicks that
suck dick on the Koala
Staff. You know who
you are:
Everybody recognizes
you guys because of the
funky patches you’ve got
on your backpacks and
your fucking badass
tattoos. Every guy I
know wants to have sex
with you both. Please
tell me you really do give
good head.
-STONER CHICKS
RULE!!
To the sick fuck who
wrote to us:
We know. But come on,
do you really think you
have a chance? As far
as your question goes: I
wouldn’t worry about it
because I doubt you’d
find out.
Sincerely,
those two chicks
To that “cooch” girl on
the first floor of Tioga.
Damn Baby! Back that
thing up!
To the fuckers that won
the Muir apt raffle:
You guys are bitches, but
you’re hot, so since we
didn’t get a room, can we
just sleep w/ you guys
next year? We’ll fuck
your brains out.
Love,
girls who didn’t get an
apt.
To the G-spot girls in
MuirThey say you are what
you eat... so I could be
you by morning.
-your secret admirer
To that dude I saw from
UCSD who was jacking
cd’s from Tower
Records,
man, you better watch
the fuck out. I’m comin’
for you and I got second
hand knowledge of
karate.
To the boys of FIJIThrow more parties +
we’ll really love you.
From- the girls
[ed note: worst personal ever.]
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TO JEFF CHAO living
in WARREN ALL
CAMPUS....I love you
long time and you big
BUTIFEEL COCK
STUFFS MY JUICY
P!!!!!
To all you flat asian hoes:
You better start putting
some warning markers
on those flat runways of
yours before a Cessna
lands on your Bebe shirt.
TO DUSTIN
SKIDMARK
hmmm..... YOU wun
funni WHRITE Boi!!. I
RIKEY YO NAME
BERRY MOOCH. Be
caefoo wah u say i might
leave rice rocket
skidmark on you face.
My uncle he like to eat
monkey brains so i catch
you and feed him you
brain... hahahaha... small
monkey brains... no good
to eat.. and i gunna
JACK your mommaz
gramma drawz and wipe
Bird feces from my
SHINy ASS hood, after i
eat all her possum
caserole. ME gonnna
take YOUR NUTZ an
sell dem to Chinese herb
store for 1 dolla... i hear
from RU PAul yo nutz
REEEEAl small... no big
money. GO huff your
GASORENE so i can
RITE your ASS on
FLIRE as your FATASS
suga MOMMA suckz
your COCK with her
TOOFLESS MOUF.
SMELL MY KIMCHI
BREATH AND
DIE!!!!!!! IF YOU Got
BEEF still COME handle
it at PHO HOA CALI in
MIRA MESA, where all
my 5 feet homeboys will
mob your silly ass, and
bruise your genitalia
beyond REcognition. IF
YOU SURVIVE THIS
MORTAL KOMBAT
YOUR PRIZE WILL
BE....
1. free pool for life at the
price center gameroom
2. free admission to the
APSA talent show
3. we’ll take your name
off the KASA HIT list
4. we will promise to
UNSHRINK YOUR
HEAD....BOTH OF
THEM
5. We will give your
DOG back to your
monkey ass....sorry
ownly two legz WEFT.
LATEZ---

THA NOTORIOUS
A.Z.N.
p.s. HIDE YO SISTA
MY MOM MAKE HER
INTO NEW KIND OF
stew. HONKY DONKEY SWEET AND
SOUR SOUP.
I just wanted to tell P5
(marshall dorms) that
they are the most creative and lively bunch I
have ever been exposed
to. Love you all ... We’ll
keep in touch next year
& throughout our college
lives!
[Ed note: How nice.]
5. Reconsider the diffraction experiment of
Problem #2 above.
Suppose that the crystal
were subject to a purely
hydrostatic tension so
that the volumetric strain
was .005. Further,
assume, for simplicity,
that the spacings between
all lattice planes increased by the same
fractional amount as a
result of the applied
stress. That is, if “δhkl”
is the “δ spacing” for the
(hkl) plane, the Σδhkl/
δhkl in the same for each
(hkl). Calculate the
associated change in the
values of the Bragg
angles and list the new
angles, and their changes,
in terms of their 2θ
values since 2θ is what is
actually measured in a
diffraction experiment.
Comment on your impression as to whether
you feel this would be a
viable experimental
method for measuring
lattice strains. That is, do
you think you could
accurately perform such
an experiment? Hint &
Caution: Note that it is
the volumetric strain that
is 0.005, i.e. ∆V/V =
0.005. What does this
imply for the linear
strains along any particular direction?
[Ed note: Yes.]
[Final Ed Note:
We here at the Koala
have recently been
informed that there are
at least 3 UCSD students who are strippers.
We hear you dance at
Cheetah’s. We hereby
demand that you attend
a recruitment meeting.
YOU ARE ONE OF
US: COME AND
FULFILL YOUR
DESTINY.]

May 10, 2000

Still The UCSD Koala
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PERSONALS

We did not write these personals. The Honorable Dr. Michael J. Tyson, Ph.D., esq, III did. If you have any issues with
them, he has this to say: “I robbed your grandma in an elevator when I was nine.years old, you know what I’m sayin’?”
To the hot CS major in
my 244 Cryptography
class:
WNROXYGE$10FLN
ODE VE%5...
ETRSPCLSAAXE!!!!
helmet head: econ just
isn’t as much fun without
you. i miss the silky
sheen of your oil slicked
locks. next time i see
you at the library i am
going to ravage you in
the Group Study room.
I see you out there trying
to hide. Lots of you up
there in the trees. I know
what you want, but you
won’t get me again. Not
this time, dammit. And
to the one who shit on
my head yesterday: Two
birds with one stone
would be one too many.
Keep your eyes open you
little fucker.
To Bobby Dynes,
How come you don’t
return my calls? Me and
your illegitimate 3-yearold Puerto Rican son are
living in the streets
without your monetary
support.
I need some crack!
-Lisa “That hot girl at the
cliffs”
To the hot red head in the
8:00 AM Chem 6A, Fall
‘99,
You have the nicest,
roundest ass I’ve ever
seen. Nice and
scrumptous. I’d love to
just smell it, squeeze it
and kiss it.
-One of the TAs
To Provost Bond’s
Revelle Bargain Books
BITCHEZYou should keep your
night job of being Bond’s
bitch in the back room of
revelle bargain books and
forget about your day job
as a TA. You don’t know
shit!
-Professor Pilgrim
You guys suck huge cock
-Bearpaw
To that sexy guy in the
yellow hat on the TV
show. Why wouldn’t

you meet with me? I
want so badly to have
sex in red and yellow
paint with you. May my
dreams someday come
true.
-You know who

To the fuck-head who
pulled the fire alarm in
the library, grow the fuck
up!
from the fat guy who sits
in the chair @ the circ.
desk (“waterboy”)

SLUT ALERT!
For guys who want some
cheap action. Go to the
G-70’s in Muir. After 1
beer they’ll lick you-suck
you-you can shoot it in
their eye and you don’t
have to touch them.
Trust me!!

Robby JonesI am interested in touching. I like sandwiches.
No mayo. On you. I
will eat them. Did I say I
like touching. I do. On
you. Well, I have to go
now. I have a class. On
you.
Love,
C. Farley.
P.S. I licked this. I wish
it was ON YOU.

To that dreadlocked hotty
on the 8th floor of Tioga,
I want to dread lock you
below the belt before I
leave for Dartmouth.
Come aross the hall and
show me your hairy ass
and we’ll hook it up.
-Margy
To all the UCSD chicks,
Get off your fucking
horse, bitches. Any guy
who would buy wine
coolers for butterface hos
like all y’all must be a
fucking loser anyway.
Come over to my pad for
a twelver of Schlitz Light
and good times.
Lates,
A Freshman who’s got it
goin on.
For the FINE boy at
Rimac wearing a white
and black adidas shirt
and green warm-ups on
Wed. 3/15,
Where have you been all
my life?? See you again
@ Rimac.
-The hot asian princess
on the stair machine
To Nick Carter:
I love and miss your ultra
sexy bod- bring the
spandex back.
Much love, Janine
Dictor.
Big John,
GQ animal style my ass!
your the fucken animal!
Keep your nasty paws off
my roommate and find
your own ride to TJ next
time!
P.S. I’ve been on campus
loop before fucker!
-Animal Hater

To the want-to-be
Abercrombie models
from Muir. You boys are
the shit!! We’ve seen
you at RIMAC and we
want to give you guys a
real workout!! Don’t be
camera shy baby!!
-Marshall GirlsHey Sluts
love P4PSC
To Chad on the 6th Floor
Tioga. I heard you had a
10.5 inch dick... I LOVE
big boys come spank me
baby one more time.
-Daniella
G-spot girls,
come over to the Bonner
hall basement and help
me do my chem experiments. You all can be the
test subjects.
-Blake, who wants to
have an orgy w/ all of
you.
Hey Baby
I Love it when you show
me your panties girl from
2nd floor Douglas... If
you want some, just tell
me.. .

Get Yer Own STUFF,
GEOFF!
To Dustin
How would you like me
to evaluate your integral?
I know you want to
rotate your x-axis in my
3-D blackhole. I know
you want to plot your
points all over body
graph. I have one last
thing to say to you: U +
Me = Us, I KNOW MY
CALCULUS!!!
Love,
the girl in chem143A
To the person who is
impersonating the girl
from CHEM 143A,
I don’t know who you
are, but I do know who
you aren’t. Since you
seem to be infatuated
with me, come by the
Koala office Fridays at
5PM so I can see who is
stalking me. If you are a
cute girl, I’ll let you tutor
me in that calculus you
seem to know so well.
Then I’ll take over and
show you what I know
about plotting points. I
bet you’d be impressed
with the magnitude of
my vector.
-Dustin
[ed note- you better
show up, because
Dustin thinks we are
playing a trick on him.
Not that we write any
of these personals
anyway.]
Pete We all miss you. It is
with the fondest regards I
recall that evening we all
spent together. The
music, the cocktails, the
laughter, the nudity. I

can’t help but sigh as I
remember your naked
ass, that water polo ca,
and those permanent
markers. At least I’ll
always have the memories, and the photographs. You better pay
on time, unless you want
a full page spead in the
next issue.
Missing you,
Noah
2 da gorgeous Koala stud
with the fine ass new
wardrobe who lives in
the grey houseMuriel & Evelyn are
calling you & want to
play! Up for a 3some?
Road trip a must. Have
faith that we can at least
hope for that.
Patti Riccoboni,
Just who the hell do you
think you are? If you
think you can just use my
silky Hungarian love
shaft for free you are
wrong! Pay up or get off
the flesh train! Beeiotch!
Your Pimp,
Grandaddy Manhog
Strensrud
Elijah
I’m sitting here waiting
w/ some wet pubic hair.
Love-that girl
To Rubbin Rob in Frankfurt,
We don’t appreciate you
spanking your frankfurt
in our bathroom. You
could’ve at least cleaned

Guess what? See
Page 11 for

EVEN MORE

PERSONALS

MQ ROCKS!
[ed note- MQ does not
rock.]
Michael you ain’t found
shit. Why spend your
precious time reading the
bible when you could be
fucking some hot ass
stripper.
-Ecster

The Honorable Dr. Michael J. Tyson PhD., Esq, III
upon his acceptance of the 1969 Nobel Peace Prize

